## CRIME PREVENTION AND CONTROL COMMISSION

### AGENDA

**Discussion / Summary**

- Agenda
- April 2022 minutes
- CPCC 2021 Program Analysis Presentation
- Drug Court (State Judicial) Program Impact Presentation

### Handouts

- Taj Ashaheed (virtual), Marley Bordovsky (virtual), Candi CdeBaca (virtual), Elias Diggins (virtual), Evan Dreyer (virtual, pending delegate), Jennifer Gafford (virtual), Paul Kashmann (virtual), DeAnna Maes (virtual), Greg Mauro (virtual), Beth McCann (virtual), Bob McDonald (virtual), Meredith McGrath (virtual, membership pending), Jonathan McMillan (virtual), Alice Norman (virtual), Liz Ojeda (virtual), Deborah Ortega (virtual), Carol Peeples (virtual), Laura Rovner (virtual), Orlando Salazar (virtual), Armando Saldate (virtual), Lisa Thompson (virtual), Deme Trujillo (virtual), Lynn Unger (virtual), Laura Wachter (virtual), Glenn West (virtual)

Guests: Cordelia Tullous (virtual), Ilas El-Amin (virtual), Nikki Johnson (virtual), Elizabeth Friend (virtual), Thomas Hernandez (virtual), Lisa Calderon (virtual), Pat Taylor (virtual), Zach McDade (virtual), Melanie Pitkin (virtual), Jessica Currat (virtual), Lindsey Cupo (virtual), Arrah Gallaher (virtual).

Staff: Ahsaadyia Fryar (virtual), Candy Romero (virtual), Tristan Sanders (virtual), Kevin Kelly (virtual), Cindy Laub (virtual)

### Minutes

Ahsaadyia Fryar asked for approval of the minutes. Paul Kashmann moved. Elias Diggins seconded the motion. Minutes approved.
**DISCUSSION/UPDATES**

**Welcome and introductions including guests**

**Disabled chat for the meeting**

**Requests from Carol Peeples:**

- Include presentation information in minutes
- Make presentations available to the public – Ahsaadyia will discuss with the city attorney
  - If approved, Candy will send the presentations to Courtney Meihls monthly to post on CPCC website

**Bob McDonald, Armando Saldate**

- PRC moved budget forward along with majority of ordinances
- CPCC moving to the Department of Safety, budget process will remain the same except it will go through Armando Saldate instead of Bob McDonald
- Ahsaadyia Fryar will work with commissioners to make the changes to the ordinance, approval will go through the normal process
- Armando Saldate - staff allotment for grant FTE
- Carol Peeples
  - Ordinance page 5, line 17 (powers and duties of the commission)
    - Rational to go through the department of where it sits?
    - Bob McDonald - consistency, efficiencies, stay connected with budget of department you are working with
- Discussion of budget process, RFP, timing, process of how CPCC gets their budget
  - Comments:
    - Subcommittee developing timeframe to work on budget allocations
    - Overlap and intersect what the CPCC does, yet it’s silent on these issues.

**CPCC 2021 Program Analysis Presentation- Cindy Laub, PhD, Senior Management Analyst, DPHE**

- Evaluation of programs funded by the CPCC

---

Ahsaadyia will advise on approval to post presentations on CPCC’s website
Ahsaadyia will schedule a meeting with CPCC and the people who oversee the programs
- 2021 budget $3,938,746 vs. actual expenditures $3,019,518
- Program information, 2021 participation, Analysis, and Return on Investment for the specialty courts:
  - Drug Court
  - Sobriety Court
  - Wellness program
  - Outreach Court
  - Pre-trial Supervision
  - Crisis Intervention Response Unit
  - Reentry
  - DUR Navigation Program
  - Fast Track Drug Cases

Drug Court (State Judicial) Program Impact (open questions) - Jessica Currat
- Divert Court (formerly called Adult Court)
  - People who are prison bound, severe substance use disorder, high risk for reoffending
  - 110 participants
  - 85 felony DUI court
- Veteran's Court
  - Has a felony
  - Beth McCann would like to see them handle more cases
  - Accepts domestic violence offenses
  - Little bit looser criteria than Divert Court
  - 20 participants
- All courts:
  - 1st phase is program participation, 2nd phase is sobriety
  - Pay restitution
  - Mental health help
### Public Comment
- Lisa Calderon – shout out to Alice and her comment that CPCC hasn’t really done anything innovative in the last two years. Some issues discussed today are same issues over the years with no solution and is problematic. CPCC has been diluted since they moved out of the Department of Safety.
- Pat Taylor – collaboration, coordination, commitment, and communication is where we are right now. Believes we have the support and structure to capture the types of metrics that will portray the type of success you’re looking for. Encourages everyone to review and utilize the Toolkit (link provided).

### Closing Remarks
- Taj Ashaheed – people are going to engage in multiple providers and we need to track that
- Carol Peeples – appreciates Pat Taylor’s comment that we have a model and Lisa Calderon’s comment that we need to dig in. Felt a little push back today when asking questions – need a safe place to ask questions where our dollars go.
- Liz Ojeda – budget subcommittee was created. Several commissioners mentioned previously they’d like to join and/or to discuss RFP process – email Ahsaadyia if interested.
- Lisa Thompson – supports what Deborah Ortega said regarding the need to look at cross systems and utilization of data. Funding for tracking data across communities.
- Deborah Ortega – we can always do better in the work we do. Appreciates the work of those who engage directly with our client populations trying to help them get their lives back on track.

Ahsaadyia Fryar motioned to adjourn. Deborah Ortega moved. Taj Ashaheed seconded the motion. Meeting adjourned.

### Next Meeting
- June 15, 2022, 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., virtual via Zoom